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A High-Performan ce 2-to-1 8-GHz Sweeper
This precise, compact microwave sweep oscillator is a
signif icant contribution to its f ield. The latest microelectronic
and YIG technology makes it possib/e.

by Paul R. Hernday and Carl J. Enlow

tT,  Hn NEED FOR VERY BROADBAND swept
I microwave sources is well established. Produc-

tion testing of multi-octave devices requires a broad-
band sweeper that is simple to operate. Automated
test systems need a source that is programmable and
can be phase locked. Broadband receiver testing often
requires a compact unit for on-site swept tests. The
broad area of microwave design calls for a general-
purpose sweeper that offers precision performance
and is simple to interface with related equipment
and convenient to operate.

The truly broadband source, a single oscil lator
capable of sweeping a frequency range such as 2 to
18 GHz in one uninterrupted sweep, is not presently
available, but there are alternatives. The most direct
me thod  i s  t o  sequence  seve ra l  na r rower -band
sweepers by means of an external controller so the
resulting sweep covers the desired range. Another
approach, using one sweeper and several plug-in
RF heads installed in a "head-holder", reduces cir-
cuit redundancy and simplifies operation by giving
frequency control to a single sweeper, but the equip-
ment is sti l l  physically large.

A more compact scheme is to put the required oscil-
lators in a single sweeper and sequence them inter-
nally, More compact yet is a single oscillator followed
by a harmonic multiplier to produce the higher
frequencies.

A New Sweeper
This last scheme is used in the new Model 86290A

2-Io-18-GHzRF Plug-In for the 8620A Sweep Oscilla-
tor mainframe, making the combination the most
compact broadband sweeper currently available (see
Fig. 1). Designed to meet the requirements of all ma-
jor sweeper applications, the 8620A/86290A pro-
vides more than *5 dBm of power, leveled to within
+0,9 dB, in fast, continuous sweeps over the 2-to-1,8-
GHz frequency range or any portion of this range

[Fig.  2) .

Pr in ted  in  U.S.A

Besides the 2-to-18-GHz band, the 86290A pro-
v ides three narrower bands:  2-6.2,6-12.4,  and L2-18
GHz. AII bands are selectable by means of a front-
panel dial drum switch on the 86204 mainframe. In
CW mode in any of the narrower bands, the output
frequency is accurate within -r2OMHzand resolution
is 100 kHz, specifications approaching those of the
traditionally more precise signal generator. Sweep-
ing over the widest band the frequency is accurate
within -r80 MHz. Undesired harmonics are at least
25 dB and typically 30 dB below the desired output
signal.

The new sweeper weighs just 15 kg (33Ib), so it can
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easily be carried to field sites. Its versatility makes it
useful in a wide array of applications, some of which
are described in the article beginning on page 15.

RF Design
Fig. 3 is the RF block diagram of the 86290A. The

basic elements are a single wide-band YlG-tuned os-
cillator (YTO), a power amplifier, and a 2-to-1}-GHz
YlG-tuned multiplier (YTM). Consisting of a step-
recovery-diode and a YlG-tuned filter, the multiplier
converts the amplified YTO signal to useful RF power
levels at twice and three times the YTO frequency.

The YTO's tuning range is 2-6.2 GHz. The YTM
passes this signal directly to provide the first of the
three narrower bands mentioned earlier. The other
two bands, 6-1,2.4 and tZ-tg GHz, are derived by
tuning the YTM to twice and three times the YTO
frequency as the YTO is tuned over 3-6.2 and 4-6 GHz
respectively. Here the YTM is specially biased to
provide maximum harmonic level. These three single
bands will be referred to as bands 1,2, and 3, cor-
responding to their respective harmonic numbers
and aozoA dial drum positions. Band 4, 2-rB GHz, is
obtained by automatically sweeping, in sequence, the
required portions of these three bands.

Power leveling in the 86290A is achieved by sens-
ing output power with a broadband directional detec-
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Fig. 2. The 2-18 GHz plug-in provides more than
+5 dBm of power output, internally leveled to within +0.9 dB.
External leveling ls a/so posslb/e.

Fig.1. Model 862904 is a new RF
plug-in for Model 86204 Sweep
Oscillator. Four frequency bands
are selectable by front-panel con-
trols: 2-6.2, 6-12.4, 12-18, and
2-18 GHz. The combination is the
most compact broadband sweeper
currently available.

tor, comparing this signal to a level control voltage,
and applying the error signal to a PIN modulator.
The modulator precedes the amplif ier so the modula-
tor's insertion loss is cancelled by the excess small-
signal gain of the amplif ier (see box, page 11). The
modulator also contains a directional coupler to
sample the YTO signal and route it to the rear panel for
counting or phase-lock applications.

In general, the conversion efficiency of a harmonic
multiplier drops as the harmonic number n in-
creases. Therefore, for a given drive power, the high-
est output power is achieved by keeping n as small
as possible. In a sweeper, small n means fewer band
switch points and correspondingly simpler drive cir-
cuitry and cleaner display. However, small n implies
greater oscillator range, since the YTO must tune, in
this case, from 2 GHz to an upper limit set by 1B/n
GHz. The choice of n : 3 as the maximum for the
86290A was determined by the state of the art in YIG
oscil lator technology.

While the multiplier approach is compact and
does not require the development of multi-octave os-
cil lators, it does pose several tough design con-
straints. The YTM and YTO must have excellent tun-
ing characteristics to permit good tracking of the de-
sired harmonic by the narrow passband of the YIG
filter. Multiplier conversion loss must be 11 dB or
better and the power amplifier must supply at least
100 mW at2-6.2 GHz to guarantee the *5 dBm power
output specification. In addition, the YIG control
circuitry must be very stable with temperature and
time and must compensate for the tuning errors in-
herent in magnetically tuned devices.

Tracking YIG Components
Tracking the YTO harmonic with the single-pole

YlG-tuned filter proved to be a challenging design
task. The YTM 1-dB bandwidth. as low as 20 MHz at
some frequencies, dictates how closely the two must
track to avoid unacceptable variations in output
power.



n YTO Band YTM Band

1 2-6.2 GHz 2-6.2 GHz
2 3-6.2 GHz 6-12.4 GHz
2 4-6.0 GHz 12 -18  GHz

The sources of tracking error include magnetic
saturation, hysteresis, and delay, and thermal drift
and aging in both the YIG devices and the control cir-
cuits. Some of the magnetic effects can be compen-
sated in the control circuits. Others must be con-
trolled by optimizing the design of the YIG magnets
themselves.

Each YIG-device/driver block has its own set of fre-
quency errors. One way to guarantee tracking would
be to modify the errors of one block to make it track
the other. Another way is to correct the errors of both
blocks independently, so when they are put together
only very minor adjustments are necessary. This is
the approach taken for the 86290A. The benefits are
many. It simplif ies production and service, provides
excellent frequency accuracy, and results in a typical
frequency nonlinearity* less than -*8 MHz in bands
1 .2 .  and  3  and  t30  MHz  i n  t he  2 -18  GHz  band .

Magnet Design
Hysteresis  and saturat ion are fami l iar  ef fects

whose magnitudes depend upon the magnet core
material. Saturation is also influenced strongly by the
magnet geometry, particularly the shape of the pole.
For the 86290A, the magnei gap and pole face diameter
were chosen based on YIG sphere size, and the opti-
mum pole taper for these dimensions was derived.l

Hysteresis is also affected by geometry in that the
overal l  magnet ic  hysteresis  is  a funct ion of  the
length of core that is made from high-hysteresis
material and of the flux density in this portion of the
core. Magnet core materials must be chosen to mini-
mize both hysteresis  and saturat ion.  Of  the sof t
magnetic materials generally used in these applica-
tions, the 50% and B0% nickel alloys are the most
convenient.
'Nonlinearity is the ditlerence between the actual output frequency and that indicated by the SWEEP

oUTPUT voltage in the l\.4ANUAL mOde.
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Coupler RF

Output
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Control multiplpr track each other in fre-

quency.

The configuration of these materials in the magnet
is complicated by their thermal expansion character-
istics. Unless applied correctly, these materials can
contribute significantly, through gap change, to the
overall temperature dependence of the YIG device.
In the 86290A magnets, these materials are used
where required by hysteresis and saturation consider-
ations and their lengths are chosen to satisfy a zero-
gap-drift constraint. Applying this technique to the
design of the YTO and YTM magnet structures re-
sulted in the following magnetic properties, mea-
sured in bands 1, 2 and 3.

YTO YTM
Maximum Hysteresis Error (MHz) t1 'r2

Maximum Saturation Error (MHz) t3 -f 18

The effect of hysteresis errors is further reduced by
the fact that the two magnet structures are similar
and have similar sweep histories. Thus there is con-
siderable cancellation. The remaining nonlinearity
caused by saturation can be compensated by the YIG
control circuits, to be described later.

The third magnetic effect, sweep delay, is caused
by the bucking effect of eddy currents induced in
core and package materials by a change in applied
magnetic f ield. The lagging field at the YIG causes a
Iag in the actual tuned frequency. A large portion of
this delay comes from the magnetic core itself and
cannot be eliminated without laminating the core,
which decreases rigidity and makes hermetic sealing
diff icult. However, eddy currents in the circuit sup-
port structure can be reduced by avoiding closed
loops and by using thin, high-resistance metals. The
remaining influence is compensated very well by the
control circuits, as explained later.

Magnet gap change is not the only source of ther-

2-6.2 GHz
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YIG-Tuned PIN
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mal drift in the YIG components. The YIG spheres
themselves and the oscillator transistor in the YTO
can contribute drifts more than an order of magni-
tude greater than even an uncompensated magnet.
Careful alignment of the YIG sphere's anisotropic
field and the use of heater/regulators greatly reduce
these effects in the new sweeper (see boxes, pages
6 and 8). Aging, mentioned earlier as a source of
tracking error, results mainly from gradual change
of the gap itself. At 6 GHz, a 0.0025-mm variation in
a 2.5-mm gap causes a frequency shift of 6 MHz. This
sort of variation can be expected over a few weeks time
unless great care is taken in the attachment of the
magnets. YIG magnets for the 86290A are held in
place by strong metal clamps so there is negligible
gap change with time.
YIG Driver Design

Ideally, spherical YIG resonators tune linearly
with applied magnetic field according to the relation
f : 7H, where H is the applied field in gauss and 7 is
approximately 2.8 MHz/gauss (see box, page 13).
Magnetic field is proportional to current through the
magnets, so a linear frequency sweep requires a linear
current ramp.

The YIG driver circuits have three main sections:

the circuits that change the tuning current ranges as
the YIG components are swept across the bands, the
driving current sources, and finally, the compensa-
tion for the effects of magnetic saturation and delay.
A representative driver schematic is shown in Fig. 4.

A frequency control signal of zero to ten volts is ap-
plied for each of bands 1,2, and 3. Depending on the
band, zero volts represents 2, 6, or 12 GHz, and ten
volts represents 6.2, 12.4,or 78GHz. U1 and the resis-
tive networks around it constitute an inverting ampli-
fier with three possible combinations of gain and dc
offset. Each resistive network corresponds to one of
the three bands and is switched into effect by the
band control inputs. For an increasing input voltage,
V' falls and the feedback loop comprised of U2,
Q1, Q2, Q3, and R."1 ossur€s that V."r :V' .  The
current through R."1 increases proportionally. Q1's
base cur ren t  i s  neg l ig ib le  and U2 's  input  im-
pedance is high; therefore, the entire current is de-
livered to the magnet.

Each YIG device has a driver of this type. Every
range-switching network has two adjustments, and
must be aligned for proper YTO frequency excursion
and optimum YTM harmonic tracking.

If the YIG components were ideal, this would be

Band 1 Control O
Band 2 control C2)
Band 3Control (O +20V Frequency Reference (+20VFR)

Ra

Saturation
Compensation

B5

Frequency
Conrol
Voltage

Delay Compensation

+20VFR - Vro,---n-'-

l 2

-/-
,1/

R3
rh

Current Source

Band Switching

Fig.4, YIG driver circuits provide the linear current ramps that tune the YIG resonators. The
drivers also compensate for magnetic saturation and delay in the YIG magnets.



A Z-|B-GHz YIG-Tuned Multiplier
The YIG-tuned mult ipl ier (YTIV) ls the key to the 86290A's

broad f  requency  range.  Whi le  mu l t ip l ie rs  have an  es tab l i shed
place in microwave design, the important contr ibutions of this
dev ice  are  i t s  ex t remely  w ide  input  and ou tpu t  f requency
ranges and i ts eff icient generation of harmonic power. Glven a
h igh- leve l ,  2 -6 .2 -GHz dr ive  s igna l ,  the  YTM prov ides  second
and third harmonic power to 1B GHz with conversion loss
under  11  dB.  l t  can  a lso  pass  the  fundamenta l  s igna l  w i th  ap-
proximately 6 dB loss, completing the frequency range without
the need to bypass the YTM. These features, combined with
tun ing  l inear i ty  be t te r  than +18 MHz in  any  o f  the  harmon ic
ranges, make the YTM a very powerful microwave componenl.

The YTM is  shown schemat ica l l y  in  F ig .  1 .  An HP s tep- reco-
very -d iode (SRD)  is  employed as  the  non l inear ,  harmon ic -
genera t ing  e lement .  l t  i s  fo l lowed by  a  s ing le -sphere  YIG- tuned
fiTter, which tracks the desjred harmonic and relects the others.
To min imize  convers ion  loss ,  the  SRD's  se l f -b iased cond i -
t ion  is  mod i f ied  w i th  an  ex terna l  b ias  s igna i .  Th is  s igna l  i s
shaped from the B629OA's frequency control voltage and is set
in the factory for optimum YTM performance, The SRD is for-
ward biased Iot 2.0-6.2 GHz output.

Coup l ing  to  and f rom the  YIG resonator  i s  accompl ished v ia
conducting loops that pass over opposite sides of the sphere
to ground. These loops are situated at r ight angles to the ap-
phed magnet ic  tun ing  f ie ld .  H ,  and are  a t  r igh t  ang les  to  one
another to avoid direct coupling f rom input to output. The output
power  i s  p ropor t iona l  to  RF cur ren t  (see  box ,  page 13) ,  so
the SRD must be driven from a low-impedance source. The
input  match ing  c i rcu i t  p rov ides  th is  low impedance,  t rans-
forming the 50O generator impedance to less than 1Of,) over a
broad frequency range. l t  also prevents the t low of harmonic
sns .gy  back  in to  the  dr iv ing  source .

The input  c i rcu i t ,  the  SRD,  and the  YIG f i l te r ' s  inpu t  coup l ing
loop are on a sapphire substrate, and the output loop is located
on a second substrate. Beneath each loop is a hole sl ightly
la rger  than the  YIG sphere .  The subs t ra tes  are  p laced back  to
back with the sphere between the loops.

Temperature compensation of the YIG f i l ter is accomplished

enough. In real i ty, saturation and delay make addi-

t ional circuitry necessary. Linearity is improved by

shunting R."1 with selected resistors as the YIG fre-
quency is increased. The circuit that does this is in-
dicated in Fig. 4. As V,"1 drops with increasing mag-
net current, it crosses the level set by the divider, Rn
and Ru, and the diode conducts. The ratio of Rn and Ru
determines the switch point, and their magnitudes
govern the amount of correction applied. Several
such networks are used as needed to reduce non-
linearity of a given YIG device to a few megahertz
across any band.

Delay compensation can be implemented at the
reference resistor or in the range switching circuitry.
The delay mechanism itself can be represented quite
well by a simple RC low-pass circuit (Fig. 5). The cir-
cuit 's response to a l inear ramp is given by

eo,r ( t )  :  a t  -  aRC(1-"- t rnc) ,

where ei'(t) : at. Thus a signal of the form 1-"-t/RC it

I

RF In
2-6.2 GHz

diif:' .Jffi,"\
,l

'o\ l"

'r1,??",1,

Fig .  1 .

using two establ ished techniques. First,  the sphere is mounted
near a known crystal l ine axis to reduce temperature depen-
dence. Then, when the circuit  is in operation, the entire sub-
strate assembly is heated to a constant 75'C. A t iny bead-
style thermistor monitors the temperature near the sphere. An
external circuit ,  mounted on an attached printed circuit  board,
supplies a control signal to a resist ive heater alongside the
su bstrates.

Robert Joly
Alejandro Chu
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required to compensate the magnet for delay. This is
present in the current f lowing through the low-pass
circuit, given by

i ( t )  :  aC[r- " - t /RC1'

Magnet ic  delay r -  is  approximately  150 micro-
seconds for unlaminated structures of good design.
RC is analogous to ?m, so compensation can be real-
ized with components of convenient size.

The use of this circuit in an actual driver is i l lus-
trated in Fig. 4. Point A is a virtual ground when con-
nected to U1 by the FET switch. Current into this
node causes an increase in frequency. Elements R1
and C1 $ - 1,2,3) are selected to duplicate the magnet
time constant and to provide, in conjunction with the
feedback resistor R6, a signal level consistent with the
actual delay effect. A second RC leg may be paralleled
with the first to tailor the compensation more closely
for a particular device.

The selection and loading of the proper R and C val-
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ues for each range could be a tedious affair. In the
86290A, a fixed capacitor, an operational amplifier,
and variable resistors provide a compensating wave-
form that is continuously variable in both time con-
stant and magnitude, eliminating the need for selec-
ted components.
Minimizing Drift

Drift of the frequency control voltage causes a fre-
quency error, but since this signal is common to both
drivers, no tracking error occurs. However, great care
must be taken to minimize sources of drift within the
drivers. AII operational amplifier offsets are nulled
and -r2 ppm/'C metal film resistors are used in gain
and offset functions. The driver reference resistors are
matched to -r 1 ppm/'C and are derated greatly to re-
duce self-heating. In the band-switching circuits, the
FETs are operated directly into the high-impedance
operational amplifier to eliminate the effects of FET
on-resistance drift.

Another source of drift is found in the 8620A main-
frame's *20V frequency reference (+2OVFR), which
is the reference voltage for both current sources. It is
related to drive current by the equation,

I _ +20vFR -Vref 
.

R."f

Variations in +20VFR may be as high as -f 0.4 mVfC.
To avoid the corresponding frequency and tracking
drifts, the supply is compared to a stable reference in
the 86290A and a correction signal is applied to the
drivers. This technique also makes the instrument
immune to variations in + 20VFR among mainframes.
Frequency Control

Two types of signals control the 86290A output fre-
quency: logic signals that select the range of the cur-
rent source in the YIG driver, and the 0-10V fre-
quency control voltage that drives the current source

Fig. 5. Magnetic delay is repre-
sented well by an RC network.
Thus a simple network can pro-
vide a compensating signal.

across the selected range. The control scheme for
generating these inputs is i l lustrated in Fig. 6.

For the narrow ranges (2-6.2 GHz,6-12.4 GHz, and
1.2-18 GHz), the 0-10V tuning voltage from the 8620A
mainframe is essentially a direct input to the YIG
drivers. In all three of these ranges, Q1 is switched
on, routing the tuning voltage through U4, a voltage
follower, to the drivers. Similarly, the range logic is
determined by direct mainframe inputs: the band t,
2, and 3 l ines are routed through dual-input oR gates
to an IC that shifts the TTL level to 0-10V for driving
the FET switches in the YIG drivers.

When the 2-to-18-GHz range is selected, the 0-10V
tuning voltage from the mainframe is no longer suit-
able as a direct input to the YIG drivers. To cover this
range, the drivers must sweep across the narrow
ranges sequent ia l ly .  This  requi res that  for  each
0-10V excursion by the mainframe tuning voltage,
the YIG dr iver  f requency contro l  vo l tage must
make three 0-10V excursions. Waveforms 4 and 5 in
Fig. 6 show this relationship.

Selection of band 4, 2-1,8 GHz, causes Q1 to turn
off, Qz to turn on, and K1 to close. The mainframe
tuning voltage is then directed through K1 to the in-
puts of two comparators, U1 and U2, which are refer-
enced aI +2.625 volts and +6.500 volts, respectively.
The combined outputs of these comparators, wave-
forms 1.,2, and 3 in Fig, 6, indicate the desired YIG
driver range as a function of mainframe tuning vol-
t age :  0 -2 .625V  co r responds  to  2 -6 .2  GHz ,  2 .625 -
6 . 5 0 0 V  c o r r e s p o n d s  t o  6 - 1 2 . 4  G H z ,  a n d  6 , 5 0 0 -
10.000V corresponds to 12-18 GHz. In addition to
controlling the YIG driver range, these signals switch
offset and gain around U3 to convert the tuning vol-
tage into the required frequency control voltage,
waveform 5 in Fig. 6.

From this discussion, it might be concluded that



A 2.O-6.2-GHz YIG-Tuned Oscillator

T h e  f u n d a m e n t a l  s i g n a l  s o u r c e  i n  t h e  8 6 2 9 0 A  i s  a
2.0-6.2-GHz, YIG{uned transistor osci l lator (see Fig, 1), l t  fea-
tures a 20-mW output level,  +3-MHz tuning accuracy, hystere-
sis under 2 MHz, and frequency dri f t  of less than 150 kHzl 'C.

Flg. 1.

The YTO circuit  is bui l t  in microstr ip on a sapphire substrate.
Al l  transrstors are HP 35820. The circuit  is shown schematical ly
in  F ig .  2 .  The osc i l la to r  s tage cons is ts  o f  Q1,  feedback
inductance L.l  ,  and the YIG sphere with i ts coupling loop.
Q1 presents a negative resistance to the resonator over the
desired frequency range. Osci l lat ion ampli tude grows unti l
the average negative resistance seen looking into the emit-
ter of Q1 equals the resistance of the YIG resonator, lThe re-
sonator detunes very sl ightly to present a reactance equal and
opposite to that seen at the emitter of Q 1. Q2 and Q3, along with
their matching structures, form a broadband buffer ampli f ier,2
The f ive bias resistors are located external lv and al low the selec-

Coupling
Loop

t ion of a unique operating point for each transistor; hence each
stage can be optimized for maximum output power or adjusted
for desired harmonic level.

The choice of YIG sphere parameters is crucial to osci l lator
perlormance. BF coupling increases with sphere size, given a
constant coupling loop diameter. As sphere and loop dia-
meters become comparable, however, the uniformity of the RF
coupling f ield degrades. This enhances spuriorl !  YIG reson-
ances which show up as sharp frequency discontinuit les as the
oscillator is swept. Sphere and loop diameters in the YTO are
0.063 mm and 0.127 mm respectively.

The density of magnetic dipoles within the sphere is deter-
mined by i ts saturation magnetization, This parameter is
bounded on the high side by the intrusion of spurious YIG reson-
ances in the lower portion of the band, and on the low side by a
decrease in RF coupling. For the 2-6.2 GHz range, a 600-gauss
sphere is the best compromise.

The greater portion of the YTO's uncompensated frequency
drift is caused by the temperature dependence of the sphere's
anisotropic f ield. Such dri f t  can be reduced greatly by orienting
the YIG tor zero anisotropy. With proper initial orientation, as
many as eight temperature compensated (TC) points may be
lound in a single 360" rotation of the sphere about an axis per-
pendicular to the applied dc magnetic f ield. In this osci l lator,
the YIG sphere is mounted on a beryl l ium oxide rod in such an
orientat ion. l t  is then rotated unti l  a TC point is found. Final ly, a
75'C heater is attached to the rod to further reduce the efiect of
ambient temperature changes. The whole assembly is sup-
ported in a quartz tube to minimize heat losses (see Fig. 1).

The design of the tuning magnet is discussed in the main
text. Magnets are held in place with pairs of metal clamps, and
are hermetical ly sealed with a stable, moisture-resistant epoxy.
The osci l lator is housed in a mu-metal shield can, Heat is trans-
ferred from the osci l lator circuit  via a copper bar that sup-
ports the circuit and passes through the wall of the center body
and shielding can to make thermal contact with the 86290A's
aluminum heat sink castinq.

Roger Stanctiff
Paul Hernday
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Fig, 6. Frequency contol circuits take the tuning voltage and band-select slgna/s from the
86204 mainframe and provide 0-10V rcmps that drive the Y|G-driver current sources across the
proper ranges. ln band 4, 2-18 GHz, the sweep stops momentarily at band-switch points to

avoid frequency and power gaps.

there is considerable overlap-2D} MHz and 400
MHz-at the range switch points. This would be the
case if on each excursion of the frequency control vol-
tage the limits were exactly 0 and *10 volts. Actual-
ly, the limits are adjusted at U3 so the overlap is less
than 20 MHz at each switch point.

Mainframe/Plug{n Interface (Band 4)
The 862904 plug-in carries on a two-way com-

munication with the 86204 mainframe. To avoid fre-
quency and power gaps as it sweeps across three sepa-
rateranges sequentially, the 86290A musthave ameans

of stopping the sweep generator in the mainframe dur-
ing range switching intervals. (This is what causes the
two flat levels in waveform 4 of Fig. 6.) Also, to
achieve fast sweep backing between YTO and YTM
in sequential operation, the maximum rate of fre-
quency change must be no greater than in single-
range operation. Since the 2-to-18-GHz range is
about three times wider than the other ranges, the
plug-in needs a way to reduce the maximum sweep
rate by a factor of three when operating sequentially.
The mechanism for accomplishing both of these
things is shown in Fig. 7.
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To follow the sequence of events, assume that The maximum sweep rate in band + is fixed by
band 4, 2-L8 GHz, has just been selected. The band + switching a single resistor in the 862904, R1, to
logic line causes K1 to close and the tuning voltage is ground. R1 loads the current source reference cir-
directed through K1-1 to the switch point compara- cuitry to reduce the forward sweep rate reference
tors, U1 and U2 (these are the same comparators voltage, Vr, by a factor of three.
shown in Fig. 6 as a part of the logic generator). The The mainframe stop-sweep inverter, U4, has one
outputs of U1 and U2 are monitored by an excrusrvr other important input path. It comes from the pro-
oR gate, U3, which triggers a monostable circuit gramming connector on the rear panel. This input is
whenever U1 or U2 changes output states. The out- used in test systems with the 84108 network ana-
put of this monostable is a six-millisecond pulse, lyzer (see article, page 15J. It allows the 84108 to
which is returned to the mainframe. This pulse is in- stop the sweep oscillator in the same manner that the
verted in the mainframe and used to gate open the 86290A does. In a system where both the 862904 and
path between the current source and the ramp inte- the 84108 are used, this input is a wired-on line,
grator. This pulse also goes to the Z-axis output, which allows either instrument to stop the sweep.
where it is available for blanking an oscilloscope dis- This is a particularly important feature. It allows the
play during the stop-sweep interval, thus avoiding 84108 to make continuous phase and amplitude mea-
bright spots and spikes that might otherwise ap- surements from 2 to t8 GHz when used with the
pear on the display at the two range switch points. 86290A.
Continuing around the circuit path, the output of the
sweep ramp integrator is clamped at its two extremes Leveling Loop
and amplified to produce a zero-to-ten-volt sweep As Fig. 8 shows,862904 power leveling is accom-
output voltage. This ramp voltage is then offset and plished by controlling the operating point of the PIN
attenuated as a function of front-panel control set- modulator as a function of V""rr" and Vr"1. V."rrr" is
tings to generate the desired tuning voltage and com- a voltage derived by detecting and amplifying a small
plete the stop-sweep loop. portion, -16 dB, of the 2-18 GHz output signal. V."1
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The ALC loop is designed to have a high enough slew rate to respond to the square-wave modu-

lation from the 8755A Network Analvzer.

is a shaped reference voltage; its magnitude is deter-
mined by the front-panel power level control.

In the loop, Vr"rru and Vset are summed, and their
sum is compared to zero volts at the main amplifier.

A 2,O-6,2-GHz
The power amplifier used in the 862904 had to meet one ma-

jor requirement: i t  had to provide 20 dBm (100 mW) of power
output to the YIG{uned mult ipl ier, given an input power of
approximately 10 dBm. The term "power ampli f ier" might be
surprising, because much higher powers have been achieved
at these frequencies, However, to obtain the power and the
bandwidth at the same t ime is a real design chal lenge.

The ampli f  ier design is based on the HP 35820 transistor, The
amplif ier has two stages of preampli f icat ion that account for 4.5
dB gain, and three stages of power ampli f icat ion that account
for an addit ional 5.5 dB. The oreamoli f ier has been des-
cribed in detai l  elsewhere.l

Power amplifier design could have followed any of three ave-
nues. A large number of preampli f ier stages could have been
paral leled, using power dividers and combiners, or two-stage
power ampli f iers with 18 dBm power output could have been
buil t  and paral leled to get the desired output. A third method
was to parallel two transistors within a stage and obtain the 20
dBm output with three stages, Although i t  required more circuit
optimization, this option had the advantages of lower manufac-
turing cost, smaller size, and lower power dissipation, and was
therefore used in the ampli f  ier. The HP 35820 transistor pair was
modeled as a single device to obtain i ts small-signal S-para-
meters, The large-signal parameters were obtained experimen-
tal ly using external tuners at high RF power levels. The input, in-
terstage and output matching networks were then designed
and the designs veri f ied using a computer.

Power Amplifier
All ampli f ier stages are bui l t

shows the amoli f ier with i ts l id
on sapphire substrates. Fig, '1

removeo.

The ampli f ier has a rather large small-signal gain between 2
and 3 GHz. Since the ampli f ierfol lows the PIN modulator, ampli-
fier gain compression detracts from system on/off ratio, an
important parameter when the 862904 is being modulated by
the 87554 Network Analyzer (see text, page 13). To shape the
gain and saturating characterist ics, a frequency selective
attenuator consist ing of three PIN diodes imbedded in a micro-
str ip f i l ter is used at the input of the ampli f ier. l ts attenuation is
set with an external bias voltage and ranges from 2 to 8 dB at
2 GHz. Loss drops to 1 dB above 4 GHz, where compression
is  s l igh t .

Ganesh Basawapatna

References
1.  P .Chen, "Des ign&App l ica t ionsof2 '6 .5GHzTrans is to rAmpl i f ie rs " , lEEEJourna l
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Product Design of the 86290A
Along with the RF performance goals that defined the

86290A in the early development stage were some equally de-
manding mechanical objectives. The plug-in had to f  i t  into what
seemed l ike an impossibly small  space for a 2-18-GHz source
(13 x  15  x  28  cm) .  l t  had  to  be  qu ickand easy toassemble  and
every section had to be readi ly accessible for easy servicing. l t
had to dissipate approximately 50 watts; yet, i t  would have to
run with no more than a 15-2Ct"C temperature r ise throughout to
ensure good rel iabi l i ty.

The 862904 is a ful ly modular design consist ing of four main
assemblies (Fig. 1): an RF section that houses the microcircuits,
a control section, and front and rear panel assemblies. Com-
munication between the control and RF sections takes place via
flexible shielded cables for YTO FM coil drive and ALC detector
signals, and a single r ibbon cable from which each micro-
circuit  takes i ts supply voltages and control signals,

F i g . 1 .

Printed-circuit  boards are dedicated to separate electr ical
functions for optrmum servicing and minimum repair cost. They
are interconnected by a single, mult i layer printed-circuit  mother-
board. Edge connectors at the ends of this board form the sole
interface with the front and rear panel assemblies.

This design greatly streamlines production of the instrument.
The RF section is preassembled, connected to a special test
set, and ful ly RF tested before being instal led in the instrument.
Fron t  and rear  pane l  assembl ies  a re  p rocessed s imi la r ly .
Printed-circuit  boards are dc pretested by computer and then
functional ly pretested in a simulated instrument before being
p lugged in to  the  f ina l  ins t rument .  These techn iques  a l low
troubleshooting at the lowest, simplest levels, and result in l i t t le
i f  any troubleshooting at f inal turn-on,

The same modular features result in excel lent serviceabil i ty.
The front and rear panels come off with the removal of four
screws. They can be t i l ted outward and tested with the instru-
ment operating normally, and wil l  then readi ly unplug for con-

venient replacement of a fai led component, As a further service
aid, a orinted-circuit  extender board is mounted on the under-
side of the control section. With the 86204 top cover removed,
this extender can be used to elevate any of the six boards for
convenrent test ing.

The RF section (Fig, 2) is easi ly removed and opened. The ex-
tra-length interconnect cables al low servicing of the RF com-
ponents. A special RF test cable cl ipped to the side of the RF
section casting aids in servicing.

Product design of the RF section and rear panel focused on
cooling the microcircuits and YIG-driver components. Since mi-
crocircuit  rel iabi l i ty was the most important objective, a special
heat sink casting design was undertaken. The result was a
structure that makes maximum use of the air f  low from the fan in
the 86204. The air passes through this casting f irst,  then over
the circuit  boards and through the rear panel, where a f inned

F ig .2 .

casting provides heat sinking for the Y|G-driver reference resis-
tors and driver transistors.

The main text descnbes the care taken to provrde excel lent
frequency accuracy and ensure tracking between the YTM
fi l ter and the desired YTO harmonic. Absolute delay compensa-
t ion is bui l t  into the YTO-driver pair,  As a result,  the YTO and i ts
driver are treated as an assembly. l f  a YTO fai ls, a new YTO and
dedicated driver board are instal led. Adjustments can be done
with basic test eouioment,

Mounted atop the RF section are three labels. One explains a
simple service technique for al igning YTO and YTM for opti-
mum frequency accuracy and tracking, The others cal l  out re-
sistor values selected at the factory for YTO and YTM l inearity
compensat ion-a  re fe rence,  shou ld  a  par t  be  misp laced
during servicing.

William Misson
Billy Knorpp

Any deviation from zero is amplified and sent to a

modulator driver stage which shifts the modulator
operating point, changing V.",." so that its sum

with Vr", is returned to zero.
In a swept, broadband leveling application such as

this, unflat power sensing elements can degrade the

maximum leveled power if their frequency responses
are not  proper ly  compensated.  For  the 86290A,

this compensation is provided by shaping the inter-
nally generated 1-volt/GHz sweep reference voltage
and using that waveform as one input to the power
reference amplif ier shown in Fig. 8. Shaping is ad-
justed once in each instrument to compensate for
variations in directional detector sensitivity. The
corresponding frequency-related variations in Vr",
force the loop to make the desired correction.
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How YIG Tuning Works
The resonators in the 86290A's wide-band osci l lator and tun-

able mult ipl ier are t iny 0.5-0.6-mm spheres fabricated from
single crystals of the ferr i te Yttr ium-lron-Garnet (YlG)

Placed in an RF coupling structure in a dc magnetic f ield,
highly pol ished YIG spheres exhibit  a high-Q resonance at a fre-
quency proport ional to the dc f ield. When electromagnets are
used to produce this f  ield, the resonant frequency is proport ion-
al to magnet current. While YIG of other shapes is useful in mi-
crowave design, spheres are used here because of their l inear
tuning characterist ic.

To understand the phenomenon of ferr imagnetic resonance,
consider diagrams (a) through (d). In the ferr i te with no dc
magnetic f ield appl ied, there is a high density of randomly
oriented magnetic dipoles, each consist ing of the mlnute cur-
rent loop formed by a spinning electron. When a dc magnetic
f ield, Ho, of suff icient magnitude is appl ied, the dipoles al ign
paral lel to the applied f ield, produclng a strong net magne-
t izat ion, Mo, in the directron of Ho. l f  an RF magnetic f ield is
applied at r ight angles to Ho, the net magnetization vector wi l l

precess, at the frequency of the RF f ield, about an axis coin-
cident with Ho. The precessing magnetization vector may be
represented as the sum of Mo and two sinusoidal ly varying RF
magnetization components m, and mr. The angle of pre-
cession {,  and therefore the magnitudes of m^ and m' wi l l  be
small  except at the natural precession frequency. This fre-
quency, known as the ferr imagnetic resonant frequency, is a
l inear function of the dc f ield Ho.

Diagram (d) shows the basic elements of a YIG bandpass
fi l ter. l  The f i l ter consists of a YIG sohere at the center of two
loops, whose axes are perpendicular to each other and to the
dc f ield Ho. One loop carr ies the RF input current, and the other
loop is connected to the load. When Ho is zero, the mutual ly
perpendicular orientat ion of the loops results in large input{o-
output isolat ion. With Ho applied, there is a net magnetization
vector in the direct ion of Ho, The magnetic f ield h, produced by
the BF driving current in the input loop causes the net magne-
t izat ion vector to precess about the z-axis. The result ing RF
magnetization component, my induces a voltage in the output
loop. At frequencies away from the terr imagnetic resonant f  re-
quency, mv and the voltage rt induces are small ,  so input{o-
output isolat ion is high. When the input current is at the ferr i-
magnetic resonant frequency, f  and mu are maximum. There
is a large transfer of power from input to output, and insert ion
loss is low. Thus the f i l ter center frequency is the ferr imagnetic
resonant frequency and can be tuned by varying Ho with
magner currenr.

In osci l lator designs, a single loop couples the YIG sphere to
an active circuit  having a negative resistance over the desired
frequency range. The resonator can be modeled as a paral lel
RLC circuit .  When the resonator resistance is greater than the
negative resistance of the active circuit ,  and the imaginary
parts of the two impedances are equaland opposite, osci l lat ion
wil i  occur. Osci l lat ion ampli tude wil l  grow unti l  the average
vaiues of the resonant and negative resistances are equal.

Frequency stabi l i ty in both f i l ter and osci l lator desrgns is
affected by the temperature dependence of the YIG sphere's
inherent anrstropic f ield. The contr ibution of anisotropy to re-
sonant f  requency is dependent, in turn, on the orientat ion of the
sphere's crystal l ine axes with respect to Ho, the dc magnetic
f ield. The sphere can be rotated such that this contr ibution
rs zero.

Reference
lFor a detailed treatment see. for rnstance P.S Carter, Jr, lvlagneticaly Tunable
[ ,4 ic rowave F ] l te rs  Us ing  S ing le  Crys ta l  Y t t rum- l ron-Garnet  Resonators  ,  IRE
Transactions on Microwave Theory and Techniques, Vol lVTl-9, No 3, lvay 1 961 .
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As with any high-performance ALC loop in a swept
source, the 86290A loop had to have sufficient band-
width that power variations as a function of sweep
rate would be negligible. Also, a primary design goal
was to achieve loop slew rates great enough that the
instrument could be modulated directly when used
with the 8755A Network Analyzer (see article, page
15), This would eliminate the need for the external
modulator normally required in this application, and
as a consequence, deliver the full +5 dBm to the de-
vice under test.

Satisfying this requirement meant that the loop
would have to respond to the 27 .8.-kHz square wave

modulating signal produced by the 8755A. This sig-
nal would drive the loop into and out of saturation for
a minimum on/off ratio of 2O dB. Also, the loop would
have to come out of saturation fast enough to main-
tain no worse than 45/55 symmetry. To add a further
complication, equally good performance was ex-
pected over the 10-dB range of the power level control.

In general, as modulator attenuation approaches
saturation in an ALC loop, the corresponding loss of
sensitivity in control current constitutes a loss in
loop gain, and hence a loss of bandwidth and slew
rate. However, the slewing capability of the modula-
tor itself is not reduced. Consequently, a technique
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for achieving a uniformly fast slew rate, even while
approaching saturation, involves alternately switch-
ing between closed and open-loop control of the mo-
dulator drive current. Ideally, for a pulse input, the
loop would remain closed until it began to lose gain
as the modulator neared saturation. At this point the
loop would be switched open, and the modulator
would be driven on into saturation by bypassihg the
main amplifier and driving the modulator directly.
In recovering from maximum attenuation, the re-
verse sequence would occur. The 862904 ALC loop
uses this technique to satisfy the 87554 modulation
requirement. Level sensing circuitry establishes the
attenuation level at which the closed-to-open-Ioop
transition occurs.
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Broadband Swept Network Measurements
Vector and scalar measurements can be made from 2 to
18 GHz in one sweep by pairing the new 2-18-GHz sweep
oscillator with other microwave instruments.

by John J. Dupre and Cyril J. Yansouni

f| ROADBAND COVERAGE, precision frequen-
.U sy characteristics, and compactness make the
new 86204/862904 Sweep Oscillator (see article,
page 2) suitable for a wide variety of network mea-
surement applications. Its internally leveled output
power and Iow harmonic and spurious levels over
the 2-to-18-GHz frequency range are important in the
measurement of broadband microwave components.
Its frequency accuracy and stability are important for
testing narrow-band, high-Q devices.

Vector Network Measurements
Complete characterization of a network requires

measurement of the magnitude and phase of its driv-
ing point and transfer characteristics. Phase informa-
tion is vital for component design and often neces-
sary for system, component, and antenna testing, At
microwave frequencies, scattering parametersl are
widely used because they relate incident to reflected
and transmitted waves at the network terminals.

Measurement of network scattering parameters in
one continuous 2-to-18-GHz sweep is now possible
with a new Network Analyzer, the HP 84108, and the
8620A/86290A Sweep Oscillator. The HP 8410B,like
its predecessor, the 84L0A,2 measures complex ra-
tios by translating the microwave signal to an IF by a
sampling process. A phase-lock loop locls a harmon-
ic of the VTO that drives the sampler to the micro-
wave signal. The contribution of the 8410B is new cir-
cuitry that interfaces with the 8620A Sweep Oscilla-
tor and allows phase-locking over broad frequency
sweeps instead of only over octave ranges.

Three interface lines are necessary for reliable
broadband phase-locking (Fig. 1). A frequency refer-
ence line from the oscillator provides an analog vol-
tage corresponding to the output frequency with an
accuracy of -r35 MHz. A blanking line provides a
pulse during retrace and at band-switch points. Final-
ly, a stop-sweep line from the analyzer can command
the 86290A to stop sweeping momentarily. At the be-
ginning of each sweep and at band-switch points, the
analyzer VTO is tuned approximately to the locking

frequency by the frequency reference voltage, The
VTO searches around that frequency until phase-
lock is achieved. The sweep oscillator then begins its
sweep with the analyzer maintaining phase-lock.
When the VTO reaches the end of its range, the ana-
lyzer commands the sweeper to stop sweeping and
the search and lock procedure is repeated before the
sweep is resumed.

An example of this capability is shown in Fig. 2.
The input reflection coefficient of a ferrite junction
circulator from 2 to 18 GHz is displayed in polar for-
mat. Although designed primarily for the 5-to-10-GHz
range, its out-of-band performance including the
phase of the reflection coefficient is often important.
This display allows convenient adjustment of in-
band and out-of-band parameters.

Transmission gain and phase may also be mea-
sured with the system of Fig. 1. Since the system is
frequency selective and therefore unaffected by
sweeper harmonic output, dynamic range is 60 dB.

Scalar Network Measurements
For a broad range of applications, amplitude-only

or scalar measurements are sufficient to characterize

BLANKING

Fig. 1. A 2-to-18-GHz
systern.
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Fig. 2, Reflection coefficient of a ferrite junction circulator
from 2 to 1B GHz. Full scale is unity reflection.

the component under test. This is the case for inser-
tion loss or gain and return loss or reflection coeffi-
cient (magnitude) measurements.3 The 8755A Swept
Amplitude Analyzera allows for simultaneous dis-
play of return loss and transmission parameters. When
it is used with the 8620A/86290A Sweep Oscillator
and the 17692D Dual Directional Coupler, this simul-
taneous measurement can be made continuously
over the entire Z-to-18-GHz range. For precision
transmission measurement (low insertion loss), the
new 116674 Power Splitter can be used. In both
cases, the required modulation of the signal can be

achieved by direct modulation of the sweep oscilla-
tor by the 8755A Analyzer instead of an external mo-
dulator. This external modulation capability of the
sweeper (see article, page 2) makes its full power
available at the test device and leads to greater mea-
surement dynamic range.

A typical setup for simultaneous reflection and
transmission measurements is shown in Fig. 3. The
dual directional coupler covers the 2-to-18-GHz fre-
quency range with a directivity better than 30 dB at
2GHzand 26 dB at 18 GHz. The 8755A displays simul-
taneously the return loss (A/R) and the transmission
characteristic (B/R) of the device under test (Fig. 4).
Absolute power measurement is also possible by dis-
playing any one of the three channels (R, A, B).

For accurate transmission measurement, typically
low-loss meaSurements (cable loss, at tenuat ion,
etc.), one would use the power splitter in an alterna-
tive setup, also shown in Fig. 3. The power splitter ex-
hibits better than 0.25 dB tracking between the two
arms over the full dc-to-l8-GHz frequency range.
Coupled with the ratio capability of the 8755A, it pro-
vides a means of accurately measuring insertion loss
without having to measure and correct for system er-
rors. The equivalent output SWR of this splitter
when used either for ratio measurement or as a
source leveling device is typically better than 1.25
over the same frequency range. Thus the power split-
ter minimizes measurement uncertaintv caused bv
source mismatch.

SWEEP
OUT

I

HH
W

->

EE

@

Det - 11664A Detectol

*'@@
Transmission

Channel

Fig.3. System for simultaneously
measuring transmission and re-
flection parameters.
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The Dual Function Generator: A Source
of a Wide Variety of Test Signals
FM signals, AM signals, dc levels, tone bursts, pulses and
ramps, in addition lo sine, square, and triangular waves,
are produced by this new dual-source function generator.

by Ronald J. Riedel and Dan D. Danielson

ANY LAB-BENCH APPL ICATIONS in  t he
audio, ultrasonic, video, and RF fields require

the engineer to have more than one signal source
available. Such would be the case when sweep-fre-
quency testing amplif iers and fi l ters, testing modula-
tion and detections systems, evaluating discrimina-
tors, and simulating transducer outputs.

With this in mind, we set out to design a truly
general-purpose signal source that in many cases
cou ld  rep lace  comb ina t i ons  o f  s i ne -wave  osc i l -
la tors,  s ignal  generators,  sweep osci l la tors,  and
pulse generators now used. Such an instrument, be-
sides the obvious cost savings, would enhance user
convenience by making the var ious test  s ignals
pushbutton selectable so the user wouldn't have to
sort out and reconnect wires and cables. Neither
would he have to worry about signal level incompati-
bil i ty or logic threshold rnismatch.

The result of this design effort is the Model :a1,2A
Function Generator (Fig. f ). This instrument has two
independent waveform generators that can be used
separately, or in combination with one modulating,
gating, sweeping, or otherwise controll ing the other.
The main generator operates over a range of 0.1 Hz to
13 MHz and the other generator, called the modula-
tion generator, covers a range of O.Ot Hz to 10 kHz,

n.Pg..K.N
,**"i".

#% ;&ri.r

n " M -
V I i l

r*

b fi..

Fig.1. Model 3312A Function Generator combrnes two signal
sources to produce a wide variety o/ test slgna/s. Total fre-
quency coverage is from 0.01 Hz to 13 MHz.

giving a total coverage of g decades for the two
generators.

Like other HP function generators, the new Model
33124 produces sine, square, and triangular wave-
forms of high quality (Fig. 2a). It also generates
pulses and ramps with continuous control of the

Fig.2. Oscillogram (a), made by
a sampling scope of the triangle
waveform.  demonst ra tes  pre-
servation of good waveform shape
at high frequencies, in thls case
10 MHz (sweep time is 20 nsldiv
and vertical deflection factor is
1 Vldiv). Multiple exposure osctl-
logram (b) shows lhe main gen-
erator output at 100 kHz modu-
lated by various internal ly-
generated waveforms at 1 kHz.
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ratio between up and down slope of the ramps or the on
and off times of the pulses (see box, page 20). Also
generated are one-volt rectangular waves with a rise
time of less than 10 ns, available from the main genera-
tor's SYNC output. These are useful not only as triggers
for oscilloscopes and counters, but also as a source of
fast rise pulses for testing logic circuits and for low-
level testing of the transient response of wideband
amplifiers.

A 60-dB step attenuator and a 20-dB vernier give
the main generator an amplitude range of 1 mV to
10 V into a 50O ioad (zoV into an open circuit). A dc
offset voltage can be added to the output. The output
of the modulation generator is fixed at 1 volt into a
high impedance.

Multiple Combinations
The two generators can be used separately for tests

of multiple input devices such as modulators. On the
other hand, the main generator can be amplitude or fre-
quency modulated by the second generator (or an ex-
ternal source), giving the user a built-in choice of
sine, square, or triangular waveform modulation
(Fig. Zb). Square-wave modulation in the FM mode,
for example, produces an FSK (frequency-shift-key-
ing) waveform. Triangular modulation provides a
convenient waveform for testing detector linearity.

The modulation generator (or an external source)
can also gate or trigger the main generator to give sin-

Fig. 3. Multiple exposure oscil-
logram (a) shows pulse trains
geneta ted  in  the  s ing le -cyc le
and mult iple-cycle modes; the
bottom trace shows fhe internally-
generated gating waveform.
Oscillogram (b) shows how the
waveform is always completed in
the mult iple-cycle mode (top)
and single-cycle mode (center):
the gating waveform ls at bot-
tom. The start/stop phase ls se-
lectable over a range of -80'

to +90o.

gle-cyc le or  mul t ip le-cyc le modes of  operat ion.
These modes greatly expand the variety of wave-
forms that the new Function Generator can produce.
Narrow, low-duty-cycle pulse trains can be obtained
by setting the main generator to a relatively high fre-
quency and using the trigger mode with a low-fre-
quency gating signal, as shown in Fig. 3a. Pulse
bursts, useful for testing counting circuits, are ob-
tained by using the multiple-cycle mode.

When operating in the single cycle or multiple-
cycle modes, the starting phase can be adjusted over a
range of +90o to -80". The generator always com-
pletes the last cycle and stops on the same phase on
which it started (Fig. 3b).

These modes can be used at the same time as the
AM and FM modes, making it possible to generate a
wide variety of waveforms such as tone bursts or the
"chirp" waveform shown in Fig. 4a.

The modulation generator can also sweep the
main generator up to two decades in frequency at
sweep rates as slow as 1 sweep per 100 seconds, use-
ful for plotting frequency response on X-Y recorders,
or at rates up to 100 sweeps per second for oscil lo-
scope display (Fig, +b). The gating mode can be used
in combination with this mode to provide retrace
blanking.

What's Inside
A simplif ied block diagram of the new function

Fig. 4. "Chirp" or swept-burst
waveform, upper trace in (a), is
made by  sweep ing  the  main
generator with the ramp from the
modulation generator, shown in
the lower trace, and gating it oft
during retrace. Sweep is from 7 to
70 kHz. Oscillogram (b) shows the
output of a serles R-L-C circuit
driven from 3 kHz to 7 MHz by the
main generator (vertical sca/e ls
100 nVldiv). The osci l loscope
horizontal axls was driven by the
ramp output of the modulation
generator.
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Variable Symmetry with Constant
Frequency

The versatility of a function generator can be increased by
equipping i t  to generate pulses and ramps in addit ion to i ts
other waveforms. Pulses and ramps are produced by varying
the duty cycle of the square and tr iangular waveforms. How-
ever, i t  would also be desirable to maintain a constant repeti-
tion rate as the duty cycle varies so that frequency may be read
directly from the front-panel controls. This can be done using
only a single control with the circuit  in the diagram below.

In the diagram, the period T1 of the posit ive slope of the
tr iangle is proport ional to 1/1, while T2, the period of the nega-
t ive slope, rs proport ional to 1l lr .  l ,  and l ,  are in turn l inear func-
t ions of e1 and e2 thus:

ldTl : e1 and k/T, = e, (1)

where k is a constant determined by the frequency range
controls.

To maintain constant frequency fo,

f ' ,  +  T2 :  l l fo

Therefore from (1) and (2), we have:

+ 1  : l
A 2  K l o

To maintain a constant frequency while the symmetry is
varied, e' ,  and e2 must be varied in such a way as to keep the leit
side of equation (3) constant. Since the relat ionship between
e1 and e, is not l inear, this requirement could represent some
diff iculty in real izat ion.

The rather simple circuit  shown in the diagram solves this
problem nicely. l t  is easi ly seen that:

_  _ r  R2  I  r a re t =  e o l  F -" L  R ,  + R ( 1 - a ) J

(  R 2  \
ez=eo 

\  E ;  R"  )  
(5 )

Where a is the fractional rotation of the symmetry control, and
ranges from 0 to 1.

Substi tut ing (4) and (5) into (3), we have:

1
v l

_ , 1
kfo

(2)

(3)

Rl  +  R (1  -a )  
.  R1  +Ra  l

€o Rz

Combining terms y ie lds:

€oRz kfo

R 1  + R

€o Rz

Thus, the frequency fo is completely independent of a, the
symmetry control setting.

el and e2 may vary over the range:

| ^, \  R2

" " \ , ,  * *  ) < e l o r e r ) = " " &

In the Model 3312A, this range was selected to provide a duty
cycle range oI 2O% to 9Qok.

I
! n
I symmetry

I 
Control R2

generator is shown in Fig. 5. The heart of the instru-
ment is the main triangle generator. shown in more
detail in Fig. 6.

As shown in Fig. 6, a triangular waveform is gener-
ated by alternately charging and discharging capaci-

tor C1 through constant-current sources 11 and I2, a
technique similar to that used in other HP function
generators.l'2'3 The direction of current flow is deter-
mined by the diode current switch under control of
the comparator. The comparator, in turn, is set or
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Fig.5. Simplitied diagram of the Model 3312A Function Generator. The frequency of the main
generator is controlled by a front-panel knob, by the modulation generator, by an external vol-

tage, or by any combination of the three.

reset as the triangular waveform reaches a positive or
negative limit. Positive feedback around the compar-
ator provides hysteresis that sets the limits and thus
the peak-to-peak amplitude of the triangle.

Frequency ranges are selected by switching capaci-
tor C1 and changing resistors in the current sources.
Frequency control within each range is accom-
plished by varying the control voltage applied to the
current sources. As shown in the block diagram of
Fig. 5, this may be done with the front-panel fre-
quency dial, by applying a voltage from the modula-

tion generator, or with an external voltage (applied
through a rear-panel connector). An external voltage
can control the frequency over a 1000:1 range, thus
enabling the generator to serve as a highly linear vol-
tage-controlled oscillator in a phase-lock loop or in
voltage-to-frequency converter applications.

High-Quality Waveforms
The triangular waveform is shaped into a sine

wave with less than 0.5016 distortion (below 50 kHz)
by a 12-diode nonlinear shaping network.3 The per-

Fig.6. Main generator produces
triangle waves and square waves
as partof its normal operation. The
square wave is divided down to
1 volt peak for the sync output.
Asymmetrical control of currcnts
11 and 12 provides a means of
varying the up-down ratio of the
triangle (see box on opposite
page).
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formance of most diode sine shapers tends to de-
grade seriously at frequencies of several megahertz
and higher, particularly with respect to third harmon-
ic distortion. In the Model 331ZA, the sine shaper is
followed by a low-pass LC filter that has a sharp cut-
off at 14 MHz. This filter attenuates third harmonics
substantially at generator frequencies above 5 MHz,
enabling the instrument to produce sine waves with
all harmonics more than 30 dB below the fundamen-
tal up to its maximum frequency.

The output amplifier has separate parallel paths
for the high and low frequencies. This gives it wide
bandwidth and a high slew rate to maintain good
square and triangle wave shape without compro-
mising dc stability and low offset. An integrated-
circuit operational amplifier is used for the low fre-
quencies while the ac-coupled high-frequency path
is optimized for wide bandwidth. The two paths are
summed in the final gain stage and then buffered
through cascaded emitter-followers to the output.

Slow Ramps
The design of the modulation generator differs

from that of the main generator because it has to
generate very slow ramps for the sweep function
while it does not have to operate to frequencies as
high as the main generator. Therefore, it was de-
signed around an integrator that effectively gives the
large capacitance needed for the very slow ramps.a

A block diagram is shown in Fig. 7. The triangular
wave is generated by integrating the square wave.
The triangle level is compared to the square wave
level and when the two are equal, the comparator
switches the square wave generator to its other state.

The sine wave is derived by shaping the triangular
wave as in the main generator.

Currents for charging and discharging the integra-
tor are supplied through the diode-resistor networks
at the integrator input. The range of current provided
by the FREeUENCY control gives a 100:1 frequency
span on any range. The symmetry control, however,
affects only the run-down time so frequency is also af-
fected by this control.

In the sweep mode, these networks supply un-
equal currents, giving a g0:10 ratio of up to down
times. At the same time, the reference input to the
comparator is changed so that the ramp operates be-
tween -9 and 0 volts, rather than the symmetrical
-r s-volt range of the triangle. This places the top end
of a frequency sweep at the frequency indicated on the
main generator's frequency dial. The bottom end is
then determined by the setting of the modulation
level control. In the FM mode, on the other hand, the
modulating waveforms are centered on the zero axis
and thus give frequency modulation (up to +5%)
centered on the frequency set on the main tuning
dial.

When operating in the sweep mode, the symmetry
control affects the "retrace" time. This can be extend-
ed up to 10x its normal time.

To facilitate setting up a frequency sweep, a "0
Hz" position is provided on the modulation fre-
quency range switch. In this position, the modula-
tion generator ramps down to its lowest level and
then stops. Then, when the frequency range switch is
moved to one of the other positions, the main genera-
tor starts at the lower limit and sweeps up.

The "0 Hz" position is obtained by the circuit driv-

Range
Capacitors

l|-o

r t' /\,1 
comrarator

vernier 
ay 74//_ N*RM

symmetry 
V 

V -//-sweee,

0 Hz Gontrol

Gating Logic

Fig,7. Modulationgeneratorusesanintegratorforverylowfrequencyoperation.Resetlevel and
symmetry are altered for ramp waveforms.
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Fig. 8, Gatlng control circuit prevents the main generator f rom operating when a gate slgna/ ls
not present. (The switches are on the rear panel.)

ing the FET switch Q2 on the integrator shown in
Fig.7 . When the range switch is set to "O}{z" , one in-
put to gate 1. goes high. Assuming the other input is
high, the output of gate 1 goes low, Q1 is turned on
which in turn turns on Q2, clamping the integrator at
its lowest level. Gates 1 and 2 form a flip-flop that pre-
vents Q2 from being turned on until the modulation
generator completes its current cycle.

Versati le Modulation
The waveforms generated by the modulation

generator are available at a front-panel connector. In
AM or FM operation, the signal at this port is the
sine, triangle, or square wave selected by the modula-
tion function buttons. In the sweep mode, the output
is the sweep ramp which is then available for driving
the horizontal axis of a scope or X-Y recorder during
a frequency sweep.

For AM modulation, the main and modulation sig-
nals are routed to an integrated circuit balanced mod-
ulator. The modulator output is amplified and then
routed to the main output amplifier. Because any of

the waveforms may be applied to the modulator, it is
possible to have sine, square, or triangle modulation
of sine, square, or triangle carriers.

If none of the modulation function buttons (sine,

square, or triangle) is depressed, an external wave-
form may be applied to the front-panel connector for

amplitude or frequency modulating the main genera-
tor, as selected by the modulation mode buttons IAM
or FM).

Gate and Trigger Functions
The versatility of the Model 3372A is greatly en-

hanced by the gate and trigger functions. These al-

low the main generator to be gated on and off under
control of either the modulation generator or an exter-
nal source.

A block diagram of the trigger/gate circuit is

shown in Fig. 8. The gating amplifier shown closes a
negative feedback loop around the main triangle
generator, preventing oscillation. Whenever the gat-

ing amplifier is disabled by the gating signal, the
main generator is released to generate the output
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ofiset. l.stanlaneous ac vollage + v dc ofsl lim{ed to silron.

ilIERNAL FBEOUEilCY COTTFOL
BANGE: 1@0:1 on any.a.se.
INPUTREOUIREMENT:Wilhdial selal l0 0lo 2 V : 209"lineadvdecreases

tiequency -10001 An a. voltage mddales lhe if6quenq aboll a dial
senire whin he Imils (.1<l:10) x range sefiing.

LlNEAEln: Fatio ol dput tquemy lo inpul volage (ll/lv) is rinear wilhrn
0.5'l" over a 1@ I rqu€ncy rarue.

INPUT IMPEOANCE: 2.8 k i5"6
TODULANNC CHAFACTEFISICS

npEsr AM, FM, sw6ep. Tngger. Gate or Bursti intsna or exle.na
AMPLtrUDE TOOULAIION:

OEPTH:  0  to  1m%
MOOUTATION FREOUENCY DC lo '1 M&, erle.nal.
EnEFNAL SeNSTTTVTTY: rr0 V o-D lor 100eo ddulalion

CABBIEF 3 dB AANDWIDTH < 1OO H2 Io '5 MHz
CARnIER ENVELOPE DISIOBTION <2% al 709. srne wave mdolaio. wilh

l c = 1 M H z . l m = l k H z .
FFEQUENCY trOOUIA]ION:

MOOUIATION FBEAUENCY: OC to ]50 kH2. exlernal
OISTOFTION: < 35 dB al lc = 10 MH:, lm = I kH2 10?. ndurarcn

OEVIATION IINTEBNAL MODULATION): O lo 15L

INTERNA! IOOULAYION SOUACE:
FAEOUENCY FANGE O 01 Iz Io 10 KHz

SYMMETFY: Vanable
SWEEP CHAFAftRISNCS

SWEEP WIOTH 1@:1 on ary fange
SWEEP FATE:0 .01  Hz lo  1@ Bz,90 l0 rampi0  k  p tov idesnanua l$ t ing  d

_Swep Sran" wilh Mdulatio. Generator operaibn supPresd.
SWEEP MODE: Bepentive lnsil sweep &lseen sbn and dop noquency

senings. Fetace time €n be increased wilh symmetry conrol
BAMP LINEARIfr ERFOF] <I?" at 1M Hz

r 1 o e 4 . F i s e o r t a t t  t i m e ( 1 o o ^ l o 9 o % ) r  < 1 0 n s e c  D u t y c v c l e v a r i e s  o U F U T L E V E L : - 1 0 v p - p r n l o J 0 k t l

frth svmmeh cffrd SPECIRAL PURIn: sine wave Disbnion: <2% THD lom 10 Hr lo l0 kHz

FFEOUENCY BANGE:0 1 Hz lo 1 MHz (dngl€ or muftpre qcles)

START/STOP PHASE BANGE: +S to 8C.
GATING SIGNAL FFEQUENCY BANGE

lnlsnal 0.01 Hz to 10 kHz
Exldnal DC to 1 MBz (nL cohpatble Inpll ldel).

Ggnsral
OPEFAnIG TEIPEFATUFE: cc to +strCi speifcations apply liom 0"c lo

4dc .
powE* 1 oq 1 m12mp4 v + 5o6, 107o, sfr tchabtei 40 H2 ro 440 Hz: <25 vA.
o t tENStONS:2r3  x  1@ ,  377 mm (8 .375 i  4  x  14  825 in )
WEIGHT: 3.5 k9 (7 75 lbs).

PnrcE lt U.S.A.: 312A, 59&
f,ANUFACTUANG qVEION: LOVELAND INSTFUMENT OlvlSlON

P o Box 301
815 Filn4dh Sred, S W
Loveland. tulorado 60537
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waveform. When the gating amplifier is again en-
abled at the end of the gating signal, diode D1 is ini-
tially back-biased, so waveform generation contin-
ues until the waveform reaches a level set by the
START/STOPPHASE control, at which time diode D1 be-
comes forward biased, closing the negative feedback
loop and stopping the main generator.

When in the trigger mode, the one-shot multi-
vibrator, fired by the positive transition of the gating
signal, generates a short pulse that disables the gat-
ing amplifier only long enough to allow waveform
generation to get under way. The modulation genera-
tor then produces one full cycle and stops.
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